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Abstract
A Command and Control (C2 ) problem for Military Air Operations is addressed.
Specifically, we consider C2 problems for air vehicles against ground based targets
and defensive systems. The problem is viewed as a stochastic game. In this paper,
we restrict our attention to the C2 level where the problem may consist of a few
UCAVs or aircraft (or possibly teams of vehicles); less than say, a half-dozen enemy
SAMs; a few enemy assets (viewed as targets from our standpoint); and some enemy
decoys (assumed to mimic SAM radar signatures). At this low level, some targets
are mapped out and possible SAM sites that are unavoidably part of the situation
are known. One may then employ a discrete stochastic game problem formulation to
determine which of these SAMs should optimally be engaged (if any), and by what
series of air vehicle operations. Since this is a game model, the optimal opponent
strategy is also determined. We provide analysis, numerical implementation, and
simulation for full state feedback and measurement feedback control within this
C2 context.
1 Introduction
In this paper we address a Command and Control (C2 ) problem for Military Air Oper-
ations, involving air vehicles operating against ground based targets and defenses. The
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motivation for this study arises from the need to plan operations with unmanned combat
air vehicles (UCAVs), and to be able to re-plan in real-time. We pose the basic problem
as a stochastic game with partial observation of the states, and we employ dynamic pro-
gramming and robust control approaches to developing feedback controls. Simulations
are employed to examine the optimal controls and observe the system behavior and per-
formance. The problem we consider here is one of relatively short-range planning and
execution for a small number of air vehicles against a small number of targets and defen-
sive entities. The goal is the development of planning tools that will allow for analysis of
information and replanning of targeting in-flight.
Although it seems obvious that the modeling of the enemy activities as controlled by
an intelligent, antagonistic player would lead to better command and control decisions,
there are a number of challenging factors. In general, the problem size often leads to a
number of simplifying assumptions and sub-optimal techniques which must be employed
in order to make the problem computationally tractable.
We remark here that the proposed game theoretic techniques are not to be employed in
a stand-alone manner. Due to the large size of the problem, various methods are often used
to decompose the problem into manageable pieces. Hierarchical problem decompositions
require one to solve progressively larger problems where the distributions of outcomes at
one level become the dynamics of the problem at the next higher level. At the lowest level
the targeting problem and vehicle guidance problem is considered. At somewhat higher
levels in the hierarchy one needs to determine vehicle routes, engagement assignment,
scheduling of ordinance preparation, maintenance and repairs. Higher yet in the hierarchy
are the resource allocation and strategic planning problems. The level at which we operate
in the current effort involves planning in which the problem may consist of a few UCAVs
or aircraft (or possibly teams of vehicles), less than say, a half-dozen, enemy surface-
to-air missile air defense units (SAMs), a few enemy assets (viewed as targets from our
standpoint), and some enemy decoys (assumed to mimic SAM radar signatures). The tools
developed here are being integrated with higher-level resource allocation to construct
teams and assign areas of operation as well as lower-level routing, deconfliction, and
weaponeering planners (although the larger integration problem [1] is not addressed here).
At the level under consideration here, some targets are mapped out and possible SAM
sites (and their specifications) that are unavoidably part of the situation are known. One
may then employ a discrete stochastic game problem formulation to determine which of
these SAMs should “optimally” be engaged, and by what series of air vehicle operations.
Also, since this is a game model, the optimal opponent strategy is also determined. In
formulating the game, one must assign values to the assets involved and decide upon the
type of criterion to be optimized. The term “optimal” strategy will be freely used to
indicate the strategy which minimizes the worst case (maximum over enemy controls)
cost. This approach will be explicated in the definition of game value to follow in Section
2.
In examining the controllers from this approach, we also consider parametric uncer-
tainty, which is a form of imperfect knowledge of the system dynamics. Game simulations
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allow the evaluation of various approaches in terms of expected cost and the variance of
the cost. These simulations led to the discovery that there are only very few viable strate-
gies – the optimal choice being parameter dependent. One may plot various measures as
functions of selected parameters to determine when the situation is near a point where
the optimal strategies may jump suddenly.
Another important aspect of the current work is in the treatment of partial observa-
tions for the players. In the past decade, there has been a great deal of progress in the
area of nonlinear games under both full and partial observations (i.e. both state feedback
and measurement feedback). These advances have been motivated in part by applica-
tions to robust/H∞ control and estimation, but have obvious application in the area of
command and control due to the adversarial aspects of the battlefield. The area of con-
trol of stochastic processes is more well-developed, and also has obvious applications in
command and control due to the random components of a conflict.
Much of the work done on C2 for Air Operations has assumed perfect knowledge of
the state of the system (battle). However, it is well known that the “fog of war” is a
major aspect of most conflicts. Consequently, researchers working on C2 have recently
been addressing the problem of control under imperfect, and even misleading, information.
This involves formulation of the problem as a stochastic game under partial information.
This is a problem which is at the edge of current understanding in the field of control.
We make use of an approach which is optimal under limited conditions, and have shown
that it leads to significantly better results than the standard techniques (such as extended
Kalman filtering combined with use of the separation principle).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we consider our underlying “small”
stochastic game problem involving only a few air vehicles, a handful of SAMs and a target.
We remind the reader that, although only relative small problems will be considered in the
examples there, these tools would form one layer in a hierarchical solution to the larger
scale air operations problem for UCAVs. That is, the solution of the problem at this level
underlies the solution of larger problems at higher levels. The embedding of this control
layer within a larger system is now being performed in a joint effort with our industrial
partners [1]. Consequently, a good deal of work was devoted to a solid understanding of
this problem. The analysis and results are described in detail in the various subsections.
The analysis and simulations discussed in the these subsections assume perfect knowledge
of the system. The consequences of partial, imperfect and corrupted information are
studied in Section 3. In that section, both the estimation problem, and the problem of
control under imperfect information (in the presence of an adversary) are discussed. The
discovery of the limited selection of optimal strategies (Sec. 2) allows one to tractably
consider somewhat larger problems at this hierarchical level, and this is employed in
Section 3.
3
2 Solution of Stochastic Games for C2
This section deals with the C2 level in which the problem has been reduced to a small
stochastic game involving only a few entities. In the simulation results to appear later
in this section, there are only two air vehicles, three SAMs and an enemy target; in the
computations for the imperfect information case (Section 3), we have increased this to
include at least six SAMs and two targets as well as decoy radar emitters. Even that
problem size could easily be doubled with today’s available computational power. This
study was conducted only as a demonstration of approach, and so no effort was made to
explore the maximum tractable problem size. Note also that as indicated above, we used
hierarchical techniques to deal with the full scale problem [1], [25].
The objects which will be of interest in this section are air vehicles (belonging to what
will be termed the “Blue” player), SAMs (belonging to the “Red” player), and strategic
targets (belonging to Red). The usage of Blue and Red designations will be assumed
throughout the paper.
We will reduce the state of the ith (Blue) air vehicle at time t to a pair, Y Ai (t) =
(DAi (t), X
A
i (t)) where D
A
i will represent the ”health status” or level of combat capabilities
of the air vehicle, and XAi will represent its position. Note that since the scope of the
C2 problem is large, we will not model the dynamics of each air vehicle in detail; we
will not include velocity, altitude, mass and so forth as part of the state. The problem
is decomposed into separate sub-problems further below in the hierarchy, where more
detailed models for each vehicle may be applied [1], [25], [23]. Here, XAi will represent a
position taking values in a discrete set of position alternatives; the set of possible positions
will be defined below. We will suppose that the health status takes values in the discrete
set {1, 2, 3, 4} where 1 represents healthy, 2 and 3 represent various levels of damage (or
need of maintenance), and 4 indicates that the air vehicle has been destroyed.
We will assume similar state models for the SAMs. The ith SAM state could be
represented by the pair Y Ri (t) = (D
R
i (t), X
R
i (t)) where D
R
i would represent the health
status of the SAM, and XRi would represent its position. Note that there exist both
mobile SAMs, i.e ones with time dependent positions, and fixed-site SAMs. However,
since the timescale of the air vehicle movement is much faster than that of the mobile
SAM movement (and the typical duration of problems at this hierarchical level is relatively
short), we will assume that each XRi (t) is constant for the duration of the problem.
Consequently, we will simply take Y Ri (t) = D
R
i (t) for the remainder of the paper. As
for the health status of the SAMs, we let DRi take values in {1, 2, 3} where 1 represents
healthy, 2 represents damage (or need of maintenance), and 3 indicates that the SAM
has been destroyed (not repairable). Lastly, we will take a similar model for the strategic
targets, where the pair will be denoted as Y Ti (t) = (D
T
i (t), X
T
i (t)) with D
T
i (t) ∈ {1, 2, 3},
where 1, 2 and 3 will have the same meaning as for the SAMs, and again, we will make the
simplification that Y Ti (t) = D
T
i (t) without further comment. Let the number of Blue air
vehicles be NA, the number of Red SAMs be NR, and the number of Red strategic targets
be NT . Let ~Y
A = {Y Ai }NAi=1, ~Y R = {Y Ri }NRi=1 and ~Y T = {Y Ti }NTi=1. Throughout, we will use
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the convention of uppercase letters for the state processes and lowercase for values that
the state process may take on, that is, ~Y A(t) = ~yA indicates that the air vehicle state
process has the value ~yA at time t. Finally, let Y be the state-space, i.e. the set of all
possible triplets (~yA, ~yR, ~yT ).
The game objectives, assigned at a higher hierarchical level, may vary. For Blue, the
objective may sometimes be to destroy a strategic target while minimizing damage to
the air vehicle; in other situations it may be more general attrition of both SAMs and
targets. In order to simplify matters, we will assume here that both players are using the
same objective function. That is, Blue is trying to minimize the worst case (maximum)
payoff, and Red is trying to maximize their worst case (minimum) of the same payoff. We
remark here that such an approach is conservative from Blue’s point of view. That is, if
Blue has chosen a criterion to minimize, and Red takes a strategy that maximizes some
other criterion, then Red’s strategy is not guaranteed to be worst-case in terms of Blue’s
definition of optimality (as embodied in the cost criterion).
In the problem at hand, the time horizon over which the players’ objectives should be
met is not fixed. We choose here to consider an exit cost, without running cost terms.
Let τ be the exit time. We define the exit time to be the time when either: 1) all the
Blue air vehicles have been destroyed or 2) the Red strategic target(s) has(have) been
destroyed and the surviving Blue air vehicles have returned to base. We let the set of
states satisfying one of the exit conditions be denoted by E . In order to capture the
objective in a reasonably simple payoff function, one can consider, for instance, a linear
payoff with parameters which can be varied depending on the value of the assets such as
Ψ(~yA, ~yR, ~yT )
.
= µA
[NA∑
i=1
dAi
]
− µR
[NR∑
i=1
dRi
]
− µT
[NT∑
i=1
dTi
]
(1)
where µA, µR, µT are the parameters. Thus, the payoff for a given initial state,
(~Y A(0), ~Y R(0), ~Y T (0)), and given control trajectories for both players, u(·), w(·), (where
the control spaces will be defined below) is
J(~Y A(0), ~Y R(0), ~Y T (0); u(·), w(·)) .= E
{
Ψ(~Y A(τ), ~Y R(τ), ~Y T (τ))
}
. (2)
The presence of the expectation in (2) is due to the fact that the dynamics of the health
status of the objects will involve random outcomes of engagements and maintenance.
We note here that running costs or finite time horizon approaches can be considered. In
general, we would expect these cost functionals to produce different optimal controls than
those constructed with exit time cost. Moreover, we would expect planners to develop
cost criteria that reflect battle objectives derived from strategic considerations. The
purpose of the effort here is not to explore what cost criteria might be most appropriate
for a particular strategic plan, but rather to understand and demostrate feasibility of the
general game theoretic approach.
The next two subsections describe the mathematics behind the algorithm to compute
optimal engagement plans/re-plans.
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2.1 Discrete Stochastic Game
We consider the problem where a single strategic target is selected, and an approxi-
mate path from the Blue base to that target has been generated [23], [25]. As dis-
cussed above, there may be one or more SAM sites intervening along this path. At
our level, the positional dynamics will be specified only in a general way. Let the
SAMs be indexed as {1, 2, 3, ..., NR}. Let the air vehicle position take values in the set
L .= {B, 1, 2, 3, ..., NR, NR + 1} where B indicates the (Blue) base and NR + 1 indicates
the (Red) strategic target (we will assume in this section that there is only one target
- NT = 1). We suppose a discrete-time event-based model where each time step occurs
only when either an air vehicle engages a SAM, an air vehicle engages the target, or an
air vehicle returns to base. More than one such activity can occur at each step. The air
vehicle control for each air vehicle, UAi (t), must be specified at each time step. The set
of possible values is U = L ∪ {0} where numbers between UAi = 1 and UAi = NR + 1
indicate attack the corresponding Red SAM or target, UAi = B indicates return to base,
and UAi = 0 indicates “do nothing”, i.e the air vehicle is neither to return to base nor to
engage the other player in the current discrete time step; in effect, the air vehicle “hides”
for that step. Note that the dynamics of the motion is simply XAi (t + 1) = U
A
i (t) when
UAi (t) 6= 0, and for simplicity of the state-space, XAi (t + 1) = XAi (t) when UAi (t) = 0. We
place some restrictions on the allowable controls. The control actions will be organized
into cycles of length, nc. That is, each cycle will consist of nc time steps. At the start of
each cycle, all air vehicles must be at the base. Consequently, we require UAi (t) = B for
all i ≤ NA and all t = knc − 1 for all k ≥ 1. We also require that for any t = knc
if there exists i such that XAi (t) = B and D
A
i (t) = 1, then there must
be an i0 ≤ NA and t̂ ∈ [knc, (k + 1)nc − 1) with DAi0(t) 6= 4 such that
UAi0 (t̂) 6∈ {B, 0}.
(CC)
Note that this last requirement forces at least some air vehicle to engage Red during each
cycle for which there is a fully healthy air vehicle.
Again, it will be assumed that the SAMs cannot move during the duration of the
game. Thus, the controls for the ith SAM at (discrete) time t is GRi (t), taking values in
{0, 1} where 0 indicates radar on and 1 indicates radar off. When the radar is on, the
probability of the SAM inflicting damage on the air vehicle rises - as does the probability
that the air vehicle can inflict damage on the SAM. This is due to the fact that not only
does the SAM radar allow Red to track the Blue air vehicles, but it also allows Blue to
detect the SAM site and launch weapons that track the origin of the radar signal. We are
modeling this behavior via the health transition probabilities.
The health status of each of the objects will transition according to a discrete–time
Markov chain model. The transition probabilities will be state/control dependent. To
simplify matters, assume that multiple air vehicles can attack a single SAM, but that the
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air vehicle need only engage one SAM at a time (although it may be attacked enroute to
and from the target attack moment, as clarified below). At each time-step, where a SAM
is under attack, we let the transition probability of the SAM health status be given by the
matrices PR01, PR02, PR11 and PR12 indicating the transition probabilities for the cases
where a SAM with radar off is being attacked by a single air vehicle, a SAM with radar off
is being attacked by multiple air vehicles simultaneously, a SAM with radar on is being
attacked by a single air vehicle, and a SAM with radar on is being attacked by multiple air
vehicles simultaneously, respectively. Of course, there are many more possibilities, but we
consider only these for simplicity. For example, suppose NR = 1, NA = 1, L = {B, 1, 2},
and that UA1 (t) = X
A
1 (t + 1) = 1 (so that the single SAM is under attack by the single
air vehicle. Suppose the SAM health before attack is DR1 (t) = 1. Then the probabilities
of SAM health after attack are
P (DR1 (t + 1) = j) = P
R01
1,j ∀ j ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
Further, if the SAM health is unknown with probability distribution P (DR1 (t) = i) = p
R
i
for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, then after this attack, the distribution of SAM health states is given
by
P (DR1 (t + 1) = j) =
3∑
i=1
PR01i,j p
R
i ∀ j ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
In vector form,
~pR(t + 1) = (PR01)T ~pR(t)
where ~pR(t) is the vector of probabilities pRi at time t.
If a SAM radar is on, and the SAM is not under attack during that time step, then
we assume the SAM health status remains constant with probability one. Lastly, if a
SAM site is off and not under attack, the health may improve through maintenance, with
a transition probability given by PR00. The state dRi = 3 will be an absorbing state for
all the transition matrices. In particular, maintenance cannot repair a SAM once it has
entered state 3. The transition probabilities for the Red target are the same as those for
a SAM with radar off.
Let the corresponding probabilities for the air vehicle during engagement be given by
PA01, PA02, PA11 and PA12 where these stand for the same situations as those indicated
for the SAMs above.
We assume that the probability of transitioning to state 4 (down) is nonzero
for all of the above matrices (i.e. that the last columns have no zero en-
tries).
(PD)
We also allow the air vehicle to undergo maintenance while at the base (UAi (t) = B), and
let the transition probabilities be PA00. For the air vehicle, one must also consider the
possibility of damage due to flying over SAMs with radars that are on while enroute from
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one point to the next. For instance, if XAi (t) = 1 and X
A
i (t+1) = U
A
i (t) = 3, and if SAMs
2 and 4 are unavoidable on the best route from SAM 1 to SAM 3 (recall a lower level in
the hierarchy does path-planning), then air vehicle i could suffer damage while flying near
each of the SAMs 2 and 4 – if they are on. We let the transition probability for air vehicle
health due to flying within a SAM’s kill zone while that SAM is on (GRj (t) = 1) and not
destroyed (DRj (t) 6= 3) be PA1F for each SAM that is flown over. In the above example,
if SAM 3 is on and air vehicle i is the only one attacking, then its transition probability
for this time step is given by PA1F PA1F PA11. Lastly, the destroyed/down state will be
absorbing for all the transition matrices including PA00 (i.e. a downed air vehicle cannot
be repaired).
Note that in this last example, the information necessary to determine the overall
transition probability for an air vehicle is only the geometric relation of the SAM umbrellas
(i.e. kill zones) and the SAM and air vehicle capabilities. Thus, we can model the system
state in terms of a directed graph, where each SAM (or target) corresponds to a node on
the graph. The directed link from one node to another exists if and only if the second
object is under the umbrella of the first. In developing a full set of controls for such a
system, we construct a database for the possible configurations the defense could employ,
in terms of these directed graphs. For each given directed graph, we can then compute
the optimal game value and controls as described herein.
Here we will consider a simplified information pattern that is chosen to mimic the real
world situation in a rather loose way. Specifically, we will consider the game where at
each time-step Blue chooses its control given the current state, and then Red chooses its
control given the current state plus the control choice for Blue at the current time. In
other words, we are interested here in an upper value (recall Blue is minimizing and Red
maximizing). This value gives an advantge to Red, and leads to a cautious controller for
Blue. One could also consider the lower value, but that is not done here. Let the value
function for this game be denoted by V (~yA, ~yR, ~yT ). It is defined as
V (~yA, ~yR, ~yT ) = sup
λ∈Λ
inf
u∈Û
J(~yA, ~yR, ~yT ; u, λ[u]) (3)
where J is the cost criterion defined in Equation (2) above, U denotes the set of Blue con-
trols, and Λ denotes the set of Red’s nonanticipative strategies (nonanticipative mappings
from Blue controls to Red controls – see for instance [6]).
Since it is quite standard, we do not include a proof of the DPE (dynamic programming
equation) which is given as follows. (Note here that UNA represents the set product of U
NA-times, and similarly for {0, 1}NR .)
Theorem 2.1 The value function satisfies
V (~yA, ~yR, ~yT ) = min
~uA∈UNA
max
~gR∈{0,1}NR
[
E
{
V (~Y A(1), ~Y R(1), ~Y T (1))
∣∣∣ ~Y A(0) = ~yA, ~Y R(0) = ~yR, ~Y T (0) = ~yT , }]
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.
= min
~uA∈UNA
max
~gR∈{0,1}NR
G~uA,~gR [V ](~yA, ~yR, ~yT )
where this last line defines the operator G~uA,~gR, and the entire right hand side of this last
line is the application of the dynamic programming operator, min~uA∈UNA max~gR∈{0,1}NR G~uA,~gR.
We will now indicate how the value function can be obtained through repeated appli-
cation of the backward dynamic programming operator. First however, we will need the
following lemma which essentially implies that there is a positive probability of reaching
the absorbing states in a fixed number of steps.
Lemma 2.2 There exist n < ∞ and δ > 0 such that for any sequence of controls for
Blue and Red
P
[
(~Y A(t + n), ~Y R(t + n), ~Y T (t + n)) ∈ E∣∣∣ (~Y A(t), ~Y R(t), ~Y T (t)) = (~yA, ~yR, ~yT )] ≥ δ
for any (~yA, ~yR, ~yT ) and any t where we recall E was the exit set.
Proof. Given t, let t1 = min{s > t : s = knc + 1 for some non-negative integer k}.
Then, by assumption (CC), there exists i1 ≤ NA such that XAi1(t1) 6= B, and consequently
by assumption (PD), there exists δ1 > 0 (dependent on the choice of transition matrices)
such that P (DAi1(t1) = 4) ≥ δ1. Let Ω1 ⊆ Ω (the sample space) be given by Ω1 = {ω ∈ Ω :
DAi1(k(nc+1)) = 4}. For points in Ω1 such that (~Y A(t1), ~Y R(t1), ~Y T (t1)) 6∈ E (where not all
air vehicles are down), let t2 = min{s > t1 : s = knc+1 for some non-negative integer k}.
Then again by condition (CC), there exists i2 ≤ NA such that XAi2(t2) 6= B, and conse-
quently, P ({ω ∈ Ω1 : DAi2(t2) = 4}) ≥ δ1. Since state 4 is absorbing, This implies that
P (DAi1(t) = 4, D
A
i2
(t) = 4) ≥ δ21 for all t ≥ t2. Proceeding inductively, one finds that by,
at most, time t + ncNA, the state is in E with probability no less than δ .= δNA1 .
Define the backward dynamic programming (DP) algorithm as follows. Let the ter-
minal value be
W (0, ~yA, ~yR, ~yT ) =
{
Ψ(~yA, ~yR, ~yT ) if (~yA, ~yR, ~yT ) ∈ E
0 otherwise.
(We remark that the choice of 0 is irrelevant.) Given W (k, ·), one computes W (k − 1, ·)
by the backward dynamic programming operator given by
W (k − 1, ~yA, ~yR, ~yT ) = min
~uA∈UNA
max
~gR∈{0,1}NR
[
E
{
W (k, ~Y A(1), ~Y R(1), ~Y T (1))
∣∣∣ ~Y A(0) = ~yA, ~Y R(0) = ~yR, ~Y T (0) = ~yT , }]
.
= min
~uA∈UNA
max
~gR∈{0,1}NR
G~uA,~gR [W (k, ·)](~yA, ~yR, ~yT )
if (~yA, ~yR, ~yT ) 6∈ E and W (k − 1, ~yA, ~yR, ~yT ) = Ψ(~yA, ~yR, ~yT ) otherwise.
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Lemma 2.3 This backward dynamic programming propagation operator repeated n times
is a contraction.
Proof. Once one has Lemma 2.2, the proof of this lemma is similar to standard
proofs, but in this case it is for a game with an exit criterion. (See, for instance, [3], [7]
for similar results.) We will simply indicate some of the main points. Let W1 and W2 be
given by the backward DP with possibly different conditions at k = 0. For simplicity, use
the notation ~y
.
= (~yA, ~yR, ~yT ). Note that (for k < 0)
W1(k, ~y)−W2(k, ~y) = min
~uA∈UNA
max
~gR∈{0,1}NR
G~uA,~gR [W1(k + 1, ·)](~y)
− min
~uA∈UNA
max
~gR∈{0,1}NR
G~uA,~gR [W2(k + 1, ·)](~y).
Choose uA−1 to be
ε
n
-optimal for W1 and then choose g
R
−1 to be
ε
n
-optimal for W2 given the
same control uA1 as used for W1. Then
W1(k, ~y)−W2(k, ~y) ≤ G~uA1 ,~gR1 [W1(k + 1, ·)−W2(k + 1, ·)](~y) + 2ε
n
.
Repeating this process, one finds that (for k < −n) and proper choice of feedback controls,
W1(k, ~y)−W2(k, ~y) ≤
−1∏
m=−n
{G~uAm,~gRm}[W1(k + n, ·)−W2(k + n, ·)](~y) + 2ε
where we are using the
∏
notation to indicate operator composition. Alternatively, one
may write this as
W1(k, ~y)−W2(k, ~y) ≤
∑
~z 6∈E
{
[W1(k + n, ~z)
−W2(k + n, ~z)] · P (n)~y,~z ({~uAm}−1m=−n, {~gRm}−1m=−n)
}
+ 2ε
where this last term indicates the probability of transitioning from ~y to ~z in n steps
given the feedback control processes specified in the arguments. Using symmetry and the
Lemma 2.2, one obtains
|W1(k, ~y)−W2(k, ~y)| ≤ max
~z
{|W1(k + n, ~z)−W2(k + n, ~z)|}∑
~z 6∈E
P
(n)
~y,~z ({~uAm}−1m=−n, {~gRm}−1m=−n)}+ 2ε
≤ max
~z
{|W1(k + n, ~z)−W2(k + n, ~z)|}(1− δ) + 2ε.
Noting that this holds for all ε > 0 and all ~y ∈ Y , one has
max
~y
{|W1(k, ~y)−W2(k, ~y)|} ≤ max
~z
{|W1(k + n, ~z)−W2(k + n, ~z)|}(1− δ).
or,
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‖W1(k, ·)−W2(k, ·)‖∞ ≤ (1− δ)‖W1(k + n, ·)−W2(k + n, ·)‖∞
where ‖ · ‖∞ indicates the l∞ norm.
Once one has proven that the backward DP is a contraction, the proof of convergence
is standard, and so we state the result without proof.
Theorem 2.4 W (k, ~yA, ~yR, ~yT ) converges to the value function V (~yA, ~yR, ~yT ) as k ↓ −∞
for all points in the state space.
We remark that since the controls spaces are finite, the controls actually converge in
a finite number of steps.
2.2 Reducing the Computations
The above algorithm for the computation of the value function (and corresponding control
policies) suffers from the curse of dimensionality typical for DP algorithms. Specifically,
notice that computation of G~uA,~gR [W (k, ·)](~y) may require summing the product of W (k, ~z)
and P
(1)
~y,~z (~u
A, ~gR) over all possible values of ~z for each point ~y. More specifically, the com-
putations for W (k− 1, ~y) (for each ~y) require O(4NA(NR +NT +1)NA3NR3NT ) operations,
even without optimization over Blue and Red control policies. We will discuss an ap-
proximation we employed to reduce these computation costs. The method will involve an
approximation of W at each step. The result will be that the computational costs per
~y point will be reduced from the above exponential growth in the number of dimensions
to only linear growth in the number of dimensions. This is a tremendous reduction in
computational costs which makes the difference between feasibility and infeasibility of
computation for low-dimensional problems. The growth in the number of points at which
we must evaluate W remains exponential in the number of dimensions of course.
We introduce the following operator which is essentially an approximation operator for
the value function or DP iterates around any given point ~y. In order to reduce the notation,
we will consider a simplified state space where ~y = (y1, y2, y3) with y1 ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} and
y2, y3 ∈ {1, 2, 3}. This will reduce notation without losing the flavor of the method. Define
the matrices Ai for i = 1, 2, 3 given by Aij,k = 1 if j = k = i and A
i
j,k = 0 otherwise. Then,
given ~y, define the approximation operator for approximation around ~y by
H~y[V (·)](~z) .=

[
1∑3
i=1
|zi−yi|
]
·∑3i=1[|zi − yi|V (Ai(~z − ~y) + ~y)] if ~z 6= ~y
V (~y) if ~z = ~y.
The operator is essentially an approximation operator where convex combinations are
used to approximate V for states which are not directly along a basis direction from the
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point around which V is being approximated. Although we will not discuss the error
analysis here, the appropriateness of an approximator of this form depends critically on
the nature of the value function itself which, in turn, depends on the choice of terminal
payoff, Ψ. Recall that since the problem is rather loosely defined, we have great freedom
in the choice of Ψ. Now, note the following property of the approximation operator.
Lemma 2.5 The approximation operator H~y[V (·)] is a non-expansive map (with respect
to the l∞ norm) for any ~y ∈ Y.
Proof. Let ~y ∈ Y . Let V1, V2 : Y → R. Then
‖H~y[V1]−H~y[V2]‖∞ = max
~z∈Y
|H~y[V1](~z)−H~y[V2](~z)|
= max
~z 6=~y
∣∣∣∣
[
1∑3
i=1 |zi − yi|
]
·
3∑
i=1
[|zi − yi|V1(Ai(~z − ~y) + ~y)− V2(Ai(~z − ~y) + ~y)]
∣∣∣∣.
Letting ~z 1 = (z1, y2, y3)
T , ~z 2 = (y1, z2, y3)
T and ~z 3 = (y1, y2, z3)
T , this can be rewritten
as
‖H~y[V1]−H~y[V2]‖∞ = max
~z 6=~y
∣∣∣∣ 1∑3
i=1 |zi − yi|
3∑
j=1
{|zj − yj|[V1(~z j)− V2(~z j)]}
∣∣∣∣,
and letting ~zj ∈ argmax |V1(~z j)− V2(~z j)|, one has
≤ max
~z 6=~y
1∑3
i=1 |zi − yi|
(
3∑
j=1
|zj − yj|)|V1(~z j)− V2(~z j)|
= max
~z 6=~y
|V1(~zi)− V2(~zi)|
≤ max
~z∈Y
|V1(~z i)− V2(~z i)| = ‖V1 − V2‖∞.
The backward DP operator of the previous section will now be replaced by the ap-
proximate backward DP operator given by
W (k − 1, ~y) .= min
~uA∈UNA
max
~gR∈{0,1}NR
G~uA,~gR [H~y[W (k, ·)](·)](~y)
if ~y 6∈ E and W (k−1, ~y) = Ψ(~y) otherwise. Using the nonexpansivity of the approximation
operator and the contraction property of the backward DP, one easily obtains the following
result.
Theorem 2.6 The approximate backward DP operator is a contraction, and the corre-
sponding iterates converge to a fixed point of the operator.
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Lastly, we indicate the promised reduction in computation via the approximation.
Recall that each of the transitions is independent. Suppose for this simplified problem
that the transition matrices for y1, y3, y3 are given by P
1, P 2, P 3 respectively, where we
are suppressing the dependence of each P on the states and controls. (Note that in this
simplified problem, we have also actually eliminated that position state for the air vehicle.)
Then the approximate backward DP takes the form
W (k − 1, ~y) .= min
~uA∈UNA
max
~gR∈{0,1}NR
{
W (k, ~y)P 1y1,y1P
2
y2,y2
P 3y3,y3
+
4∑
z1=1
W (k, z1, y2, y3)Q
1
|z1−y1|P
1
y1,z1
+
3∑
z2=1
W (k, y1, z2, y3)Q
2
|z2−y2|P
2
y2,z2
+
3∑
z3=1
W (k, y1, y2, z3)Q
3
|z3−y3|P
3
y3,z3
}
(4)
where
Q1|z1−y1|
.
=
∑3
z2=1
|z2 − y2|P 2y2,z2 +
∑3
z3=1
|z3 − y3|P 3y3,z3∑3
i=1 |zi − yi|
with analogous definitions for Q2|z2−y2| and Q
3
|z3−y3|. Note that these Q
i may be pre-
computed. Thus the approximate DP (4) has only linear growth in the computations
which must be performed at each step (per point in the state space).
2.3 Test-bed, Monte Carlo Simulation and Landscape Plots
The games controller was tested via Monte Carlo simulation. For the first set of tests,
a simple geometry was considered. This is depicted in Figure 1. A flight path corridor
has been determined. The corridor is such that one must pass within the umbrella of
each SAM to get to the next, and finally to the target. The SAMs are numbered 1
to 3 from bottom to top. When there are less than three SAMs in one of the tests,
that may correspond to any of the SAMs in Figure 1a being missing. (The problem is
mathematically independent of which specific ones are missing in this geometry.)
It was soon noticed that the most significant feature of the controllers was the choice
for Blue of whether to fly-over the SAMs without attacking or to perform a rollback policy.
(A rollback policy is, roughly speaking, one where the SAMs enroute to the target are
removed one-by-one starting with the easiest to reach and proceeding towards the desired
final target. In figure 1, this obviously entails attacking the lowest SAM in the figure first,
and proceeding upwards to the target taking on the second and then third SAMs before
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Figure 1:
attacking the target.) When considering the entire parameter space (including all the
transition probabilities and costs), the optimal Blue control was almost always fly-over or
rollback. Only for relatively tiny regions of parameter space was an intermediate policy
ever optimal.
A Monte Carlo simulator was used as a tool to look at dependency on certain parame-
ters, and the effect of mis-modeling of those parameters. This study was undertaken with
a software package which was referred to as the Sensitivity Tool. It varied both actual
parameters in the simulation and the corresponding values assumed by the controller.
For each such possibility, a Monte Carlo game simulation series was run. Statistics of
game outcomes were plotted in three-dimensional figures where the horizontal axes cor-
responded to true and assumed values of various parameters. The Sensitivity Tool and
the embedded Monte Carlo simulator are depicted in Figure 2.
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It was found that the choice of fly-over or rollback was sensitive to the probability of
damage to a Blue air vehicle when flying through the SAM umbrella without engaging.
Let this probability be denoted by α. (More specifically, the transition probabilities for
the air vehicle are 4 × 4 matrices, and we let the (1, 4), (2, 4), (3, 4) entries be α, the
(1, 1), (2, 2), (3, 3) entries be 1 − α, the (4, 4) be 1, and the rest be zero.) Consequently,
Monte Carlo runs were done where the true value of α and the value the controllers believe
to be α were varied.
The Monte Carlo data to follow was made with payoff function (1) with parameter
values
µA = 20, µR = 3, µT = 20
and state transition matrices
PA0 =

1.00 0 0 0
0.40 0.60 0 0
0.30 0 0.70 0
0 0 0 1.00
 , PA011 =

0.99 0 0 0.01
0 0.95 0.025 0.025
0 0 0.9 0.1
0 0 0 1

PA021 =

1.00 0 0 0.00
0 0.98 0.01 0.01
0 0 0.96 0.04
0 0 0 1
 , PA111 =

0.82 0.01 0.02 0.15
0 0.82 0.03 0.15
0 0 0.75 0.25
0 0 0 1

PA121 =

0.92 0.01 0.02 0.05;
0 0.92 0.03 0.05;
0 0 0.87 0.13;
0 0 0 1
 , P foon =

1− α 0 0 α
0 1− α 0 α
0 0 1− α α
0 0 0 1

PR0 =
 1 0 00.3 0.7 0
0 0 1
 , PR011 =
 0.7 0 0.30 0.6 0.4
0 0 1
 , PR021 =
 0.4 0 0.60 0.35 0.65
0 0 1

PR111 =
 0.7 0 0.30 0.5 0.5
0 0 1
 , PR121 =
 0.3 0 0.70 0.25 0.75
0 0 1

The functionality of the state probability transition matrices for Blue and Red are as
follows:
PA0 - Blue; Air vehicle recovery at base;
PA011 - Blue; Single air vehicle attacks, attacked SAM’s radar is off;
PA021 - Blue; Multiple air vehicles attack, attacked SAM’s radar is off;
PA111 - Blue; Single air vehicle attacks, attacked SAM’s radar is on;
PA121 - Blue; Multiple air vehicles attack, attacked SAM’s radar is on;
P foon - Blue; Air vehicle state transition for fly-overs, flown-over SAM’s radar is on;
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PR0 - Red; SAM’s recovery while not engaged;
PR011 - Red; Single air vehicle attacks, attacked SAM’s radar is off;
PR021 - Red; Multiple air vehicles attack, attacked SAM’s radar is off;
PR111 - Red; Single air vehicle attacks, attacked SAM’s radar is on;
PR121 - Red; Multiple air vehicles attack, attacked SAM’s radar is on;
The transition probabilities for a target under attack are the same as those for a SAM
with radar off.
For the purposes of reader understanding, the output value has been multiplied by −1
and had a constant added so that the plotted values are averages of terminal payoffs of
the form
V̂ = µA
NA∑
i
(3−DAi )− µR
NR∑
i
(DRi − 2)− µT (DT − 2).
In this case, the minimum value is 0 (rout for Blue), and the maximum value is 3µAnA +
2µRnR + 2µ
T where nA and nR are the numbers of air vehicles and SAMs. Note that in
this case, larger numbers are better for Blue and vice–versa.
Most runs are made with 2000 sample points (a few were made with only 1000 sample
points). Each set of figures takes from 1-8 hours to produce on a typical workstation. The
controllers are computed 11 times (for each of 11 α values), and typically 2000 simulation
runs are made for each of the 121 points on the graph. Note that on the plots, the
controller–assumed value of α is denoted as “Control Pk”. The true value of α is denoted
as “Actual Pk”. The vertical axis varies from figure to figure as listed below.
The first set of data is for the case of two air vehicles and one SAM site.
• Figure 3 is the sample mean value.
• Figure 4 is the sample standard deviation.
• Figure 5 is the sample mean number of surviving air vehicles
• Figure 6 is the sample mean number of surviving SAMs
• Figure 7 is the sample mean number of surviving targets
(Recall that the game ends when all the Blue air vehicles are down, or the Red target is
destroyed and the surviving Blue air vehicles have returned to base.)
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Figure 7:
Note the following:
1. The value has two “regions”. In the left region it is roughly linear (over the region),
and in the right region it is constant.
2. The value is monotonically decreasing as a function of the true α.
3. For each line of constant true α, the value takes on its maximum at the same value
of control α. (The Blue controller effect dominates.)
4. The right side corresponds to rollback, the left to fly-over.
5. The standard deviation for the rollback is higher than that of the fly-over even when
the mean value is lower.
6. The average number of surviving units is constant on the right region.
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Figure 8:
The second set of data is for the case of two air vehicles and three SAM sites. We use
the parameters listed earlier.
• Figure 8 is the sample mean value.
• Figure 9 is the sample standard deviation.
• Figure 10 is the sample mean number of surviving air vehicles
• Figure 11 is the sample mean number of surviving SAMs
• Figure 12 is the sample mean number of surviving targets
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Note the following:
1. The value still has two “regions”. In the left region it is roughly linear (over the
region), and in the right region it is constant. Again the structure is essentially the
same.
2. The standard deviation increased.
3. The switch-over point from fly-over to rollback is different.
4. A close examination of Figure 2.3.16 (surviving SAMs) indicates that the switch-
over is not quite complete from one control α to the next. Actually, from other
runs, we have seen that there is a reduction from complete fly-over to rollback in
several stages, but the change is so rapid (as this parameter changes) that to a good
approximation, it is a single switching point.
5. Note that in Figure 2.3.13, the value may not quite have its maximum relative to
the line true α = 0.014 at control α = 0.014. This may represent some small error
due to approximations made in the control computations.
2.4 Differing Geographies
The controller can deal with more complicated geometries than that of the previous data
sets. We have run it for the geographical configuration depicted in Figure 13. The
geographical configuration is employed in the computations simply by determining the
Red SAM sites whose kill zone must be flown through in going from SAM/target A to
SAM/target B for each possible pair (A,B). This information is stored in a file and uti-
lized in the computations as described above. Thus, all possbile sets of interdependencies
can be stored in files and used as appropriate. One should note that the number of pos-
sible sets of interdependencies would grow rapidly for large configurations. Enumeration
and approximation of such sets would be a subject of further study if this technique was
to be used on larger problems than those being considered at this level in the hierarchy.
Monte Carlo results have been generated for this example geometry (i.e. Figure 13) as
well. It is worth noting that this geometry is nearly at the opposite end of the spec-
trum from that considered in the plots depicted above; In this geometry, the SAM kill
zones are greatly overlapping. The plots for this geometry, depicted on Figures 14–18 are
nonetheless rather similar to those above.
2.5 Differing SAM lethalities
Previously, there was only one type of SAM in our Small Game Controller and Test-
bed. In this subsection, we indicate the changes that were made to allow the SAMs to
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Figure 13:
have both different effective radii and different lethality (lethalities). The possibility of
different lethality SAMs had a significant effect on the shape of the value landscape and
the optimal controls.
Note that the different radii are an off-line matter which is eliminated in the distillation
of the geography to a directed graph as discussed above. Thus different radii (or even
more general coverage shapes) do not affect the computations, nor do they increase the
number of cases to be considered.
In the previous subsection, the optimal Blue strategy was essentially always either
fly-over or rollback. With multiple SAM lethalities, the number of possibilities increases.
With two SAM lethalities, there are three control regions for Blue (fly-over, partial roll-
back, rollback). See Figures 19–22 for an example with two air vehicles, two SAMs and a
target. The SAMs had two different lethalities.
Note that there are now two discontinuities in the Blue control policy. An obvious
question is whether the two control policy jumps in those figures were due to two SAM
lethalities or to two SAMs? Figures 23–24 are for two air vehicles and three SAMs where
the SAMs have two lethality types. Two SAMs are weaker and one is stronger while
under direct attack. the fly-over damage probabilities are the same for both types in this
example. Note that there are only two policy jumps, thus indicating that the effect is
related to the number of types of SAMs not the number of SAMs.
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The main result here is that one does not need to search over all of Blue air vehicle
control space. The search appears to be reduced to only n + 1 (or possibly 2n if there
is not a simple single ordering of differing SAM capabilities) policies for Blue where n is
the number of SAM lethality types. (Differing radii of coverage do not affect this.) This
implies a huge computational savings; much larger problems solvable at this low level in
the hierarchy.
Note also that in the decision process, one would be interested in the change in stan-
dard deviation across the discontinuities as well as the change in average value. In some
cases, a reduction (imporvement) in game value across a Blue strategy discontinuity is
accompanied by an increase in standard deviation of the outcome – which may (or may
not) be undesirable. Further, one would be interested not only in optimal planning, but
also closeness to the switching boundaries.
3 The C2 Estimation and Control under Imperfect
Information
The work of the previous section, as with much of the research into stochastic games,
involves control under full state information (i.e. full state feedback). However, partial,
imperfect and even purposefully corrupted information is a critical part of warfare. In this
section, we address estimation and control under partial/imperfect information. In the
latter case, we take particular care to address the presence of an intelligent adversary in
the system. We will discuss some simple algorithms for estimation of system state given
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likely data types first. Then we will discuss control under imperfect information in the
final two subsections.
We will use the same problem as given in the previous sections where the Blue player
is sending air vehicles against Red player SAMs and targets. However, the Red player will
have the additional capability of using decoy RF emitters to confound the Blue player’s
attempt to suppress defenses.
Recall that Y Ai (t) = (D
A
i (t), X
A
i (t)) denotes the health and position state of air vehicles
i, Y Ri (t) = (D
R
i (t), X
R
i (t)) denotes the health and position state of the i
th SAM, and
Y Ti (t) = (D
T
i (t), X
T
i (t)) denotes the health and position state of the i
th target. To these,
we add a state variable for the decoy emitters, denoted by Y Ei (t) = (D
E
i (t), X
E
i (t)). These
state variables comprise the true system state.
The first basic idea is that the players handle uncertainty by maintaining probability
distributions on the location and number of their opposing player forces. As in most
traditional approaches to output feedback control, these probability distributions allow
each player to estimate the likely states of his or her opponent. With a state estimate, one
may then apply the control derived from the full state feedback analysis. This approach
is by far the most common treatment of control under partial or incomplete information.
It remains, however, to derive the state estimator from the probability distributions.
The second basic idea is that the estimator should take into account not only the
likelihood of the opponents’ states but also the risk associated with those states. Encoded
by the the value function, the risk or loss associated with certain states is computed in the
full state feedback game situation. Our approach integrates the estimation and control
so as to balance the objective function and its measurement of risk with the probability
distributions of the likely states of the opponent.
In this section, we describe the estimation and output feedback problems in the context
of command and control applications. We also provide some results derived from a detailed
Monte Carlo simulation of the processes involved.
3.1 The Estimation Problem for Blue
We assume that the Blue player begins with an intelligence preparation of the battlefield
that includes a fixed (perhaps large) number of sites that may contain SAM systems
or decoys (or nothing). Furthermore, the intelligence indicates an upper bound on the
possible number of SAM systems fielded by Red. Thus, the goal for Blue’s information
analysis is to decide which of all the potential sites are SAM sites.
We denote by g1, . . . , gK the list of sites which could potentially hold a SAM or a decoy,
and let Nm denote the maximum number of SAMs (which being assumed known here
through some “intelligence preparation of the battlefield”). We define the identification
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of Red entities at a site g by
I(g) =

1 if a SAM is at g
2 if a Decoy is at g
3 if nothing is at g,
and we extend I by componentwise evaluation to operation on the vector g1, . . . , gK . The
set of all idenfications has 3K elements, but this set is reduced significantly if we take into
account the constraint that the number of 1’s occuring in the vector must be ≤ Nm where
Nm is the maximum number of SAMs (obtained from an exogenous information source).
We denote by S the set of all K tuples with elements from {1, 2, 3} having no more than
Nm 1’s. Blue’s information state, P
b
t , at time t is a probability mass function on the set
S.
Let NS denote the number of elements in S. We initialize the Blue information state
by taking P b0 (s) = 1/NS , for each s ∈ S.
We assume that the Blue electronic system has signal processing capability to detect
and classify emitters based on received signals. We model this capability with a simple
and flexible two-class statistical discriminator, which is encapsulated in statistical error
probabilities. We denote by pbd(w, e) the probability that a Blue air vehicle detects a
defensive entity (SAM radar or emitter) that has emission property e, from a distance
w, and we define pbc(w, e) to be the probability that a Blue air vehicle correctly classifies
a Red entity that has emission property e at a distance w. The emission property e is
either 0 (off) or 1 (on). Of course, if there is no entity at the location under consideration,
then we must have e = 0. This simple model applies to many, if not most, radar-based
discrimination schemes. The underlying data processing of the radar returns could range
from the standard linear discriminator to a neural net or nearest-neighbor classifier. Any
of these schemes will have probability of correct classification that can be intergrated into
the approach.
To build up an information state vector, we must integrate the observations from each
grid cell and from each air vehicle. We treat the air vehicle measurements as independent,
and we also assume that each grid cell’s observations are independent, for each fixed air
vehicle. We denote the ith air vehicle’s observation as Y i = (Y i1 , . . . , Y
i
K), where we assume
each Y ik = 1, 2, 3. The full observation then is Y = (Y
1, . . . , Y NA), and the conditional
probability of observing y = (y1, . . . , yNA), given a Red state configuration s and an
emission vector e is given by:
pbo(y) =
NA∏
i=1
K∏
k=1
[
pbd(wi,k, ek)p
b
c(wi,k, ek)Iyik=sk
+pbd(wi,k, ek)
1− pbc(wi,k, ek)
2
Iyi
k
6=sk +
1
3
(1− pbd(wi,k, ek))
]
where wi,k is the distance from air vehicle i to site k.
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We apply the standard Bayesian approach to modeling the information state updates.
We denote by P bt (s) the conditional probability of the Red state being s given the obser-
vations up through time t. Then,
P bt+1(s) =
pbo(y(t + 1))P
b
t (s)∑
s′∈S pbo(y(t + 1))P
b
t (s′)
.
We remark here that without the constraint on the number of SAMs, the entity types
at the locations could be treated as independent. The constraint implicitly introduces a
correlation between sites, since the total number of SAMs must be at most Nm.
This propagation provides the Blue player with a means of inferring the locations of
SAMs and decoys from the sensor data. This simple model captures the essential features
of planning (and replanning) in the presence of uncertainty and information collection
over time.
3.2 The Estimation Problem for Red
The estimation problem for Red involves tracking instead of classification (we have only
one type of Blue air vehicle in this analysis). The Red SAM radar system must detect
Blue air vehicles and locate them in the battlespace. We denote by prd(w) the probability
that a Red SAM is able to detect an air vehicle present at a distance w. Of course, to
detect and track, the SAM radar must be on. If the SAM is on, then detection of any
given air vehicle is a random event where the detect probability depends on the distance
from the SAM to the air vehicle. In particular, we take the detect probability to be
prd(w) = p
r
d0 exp(−w/w0) where w is the distance from the SAM to the air vehicle, and w0
is a scaling parameter. This functional form is chosen for illustrative purposes: any other
form can be used as well. We assume that if there is a detection, then Red also obtains
a position observation. In particular, we simplify the problem for the purposes of this
study by having a position observation with spherical error covariance rather than taking
into account the details of range, azimuth and elevation components of the observation,
as well as the possibility of doppler measurements. We also place the entire problem in a
two-dimensional space (i.e., no altitude component). For the purposes of understanding
the impact of uncertainty in the game outcome, the additional complexity of altitude
tracking is not important.
The Red player then uses a sub-optimal filter to track the Blue air vehicle. The Blue
State in the Red filter model consists of a situation state, SR taking values in {1, 0, B}
for “in air”, destroyed and at base, as well as a position vector and a velocity vector.
Ideally, the filter would have a position/velocity estimate and covariance corresponding
to each possible path of SR up to the current time. Of course, this explodes exponentially
as time moves forward, and so we take the standard approach of only carrying a finite
number of these along. In particular, at each time step, the filter is reduced to three
probabilities for SR, P
s(t); specifically, P s(t) is a three-vector with for instance, P s1 (t)
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being the probability that the air vehicle is such that SR(t) = 1 (i.e. the probability that
the air vehicle is in the air). Corresponding to each element of this three vector is a mean
position/velocity vector and a corresponding covariance (a 4× 4 matrix since altitude is
not modeled).
The position/velocity means and covariances are updated by the standard Kalman
filter equations. More specifically, we assume for simplicity that the SAM uses a straight-
forward state space model for an air vehicle’s dynamics:
x(t + ∆t) = x(t) + ∆tv(t) + wx(t)
v(t + ∆t) = v(t) + wv(t),
in which x and v denote the air vehicle position and velocity vectors, and wx and wv denote
plant noise in the position and velocity models. For the observation updates, we assume
each SAM radar observes the air vehicle which they detect, and that the Red defense
pools the information into an observation vector Y (t). For an air vehicle at position x(t),
the components of Y (t) are
Yi(t) = x(t) + ζi(t)
where the i subscript indicates the ith SAM radar’s observation of position and ζi is the
noise (assumed Gaussian and spherical) in the ith observation. We used only a very simple
observation model and applied only a basic Kalman filter here as the goal is to begin to
understand the effect of partial information on game-theoretic controls.
Finally, we note that we do not consider the track association problem here. In other
words, we assume that when the SAMs receive an observation, they correctly associate
that observation with the corresponding air vehicle that was observed. Generally speak-
ing, track association is, in and of itself, a challenging problem with many interesting
phenomena to be studied. However, the track association problem is not relevant to the
study we are making here, and the additional complication would obscure some of the
basic properties of our investigation of the C2 problem at hand.
3.3 Blue Control under Imperfect Information
Having defined our information states in terms of probabilistic models and Bayes’ rule,
we now proceed with the tasks of developing state estimators and integrating observers
into the control system. As noted above, the goals of this project involve developing and
understanding control strategies for air operations in the presence of uncertainty. Our
particular interest has been in strategies that counter intelligent opponents in a robust
way. Toward that end, we seek here to include the robustness consideration into the
estimation problem: that is, we seek estimators that balance accuracy of estimation with
the risk associated with conducting the air operation.
One approach is to embed the problem into an infinite dimensional full state feedback
control system (see, for instance, [15], [20]). Certain theoretical results are known for such
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an approach, but not within the stochastic game context. Moreover, the computational
burden is prohibitive, even with the small problems under consideration here.
Thus, current practice relies on traditional approaches to output feedback control,
involving the separation principle or the certainty equivalence principle. The basic idea is
to develop feedback controls for the full state feedback problem and apply them replacing
the state with a state estimator. The most common estimator used is the maximum
likelihood estimator. It is well known that, for linear control systems with quadratic
cost criteria, the separation principle control coincides with the optimal control. Another
certainty equivalence principle exists in robust control. We have applied a generalization of
this estimator/controller, discussed below, that allows us to tune the relative importance
between the likelihood of possible states and the risk of mis-estimation of the state. Let
us motivate this proposed approach in a little more detail.
In deterministic games under partial information, the certainty equivalence principle
indicates that one should use the optimal control corresponding to the state given by
x ∈ argmax [P (t, x) + V (t, x)]
where P is the information state and V is the value function (assuming uniqueness of the
argmax of course). Here, the information state is essentially the worst case cost-so-far,
and the value is the minimax cost-to-come. So, heuristically, this is roughly equivalent to
taking the worst-case possibility for total cost from initial time to terminal time. (See,
for instance, James et al., and McEneaney ([20], [15] [19], [26], [27].) The next three
paragraphs discuss the mathematics which lead to the heuristic for the algorithm described
in the fourth paragraph below.
The deterministic information state is very similar to the log of probability density in
stochastic formulations for terminal/exit cost problems. (In fact, this is exactly true for
a class of linear/quadratic problems.)
A risk-averse stochastic control problem is given by
dξt = f(ξ(t), u(t)) dt +
√
εσ(ξ(t)) dWt
ξ0 = x
Jε(x, u) = ε log E
{
e
1
ε
L(ξ(·),u(·))}
Vε(x) = inf
u
Jε(x, u).
This risk-averse stochastic control problem is equivalent to the stochastic game [9], [10],
[11], [29]:
dξt = [f(ξ(t), u(t)) + σ(ξ(t))w(t)] dt +
√
εσ(ξ(t)) dWt
ξ0 = x
Jε(x, u, w) = E
{
L(ξ(·), u(·))− 1
2
‖w‖2
}
Vε(x) = inf
”u”
sup
w
Jε(x, u, w).
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Both have the same Dynamic Programming Equation:
0 = Vt + ε
∑
i,j
(σσT )i,jVxi,xj
+ inf
u
{
[f(x, u)]T∇V + L(x, u)
}
+ sup
w
{
[σ(x)w]T∇V − 1
2
|w|2
}
= Vt + ε
∑
i,j
(σσT )i,jVxi,xj + infu
{
[f(x, u)]T∇V + L(x, u)
}
+
1
2
[∇V ]T σσT∇V.
It is by now well-known that risk-averse control converges to a deterministic game as
ε ↓ 0 ([10], [11], [12], [29], [18], [31], [33],[17]). All of this yields motivation for study of
the use of the above Certainty Equivalence approach for our problem (although it will be
sub-optimal).
In the stochastic linear/quadratic problem formulation, the information state at any
time, t, is characterized as a Gaussian distribution, say
p(t, x) = k(t) exp
{
−1
2
(x− x(t))T C−1(t)(x− x(t))
}
.
In the deterministic game formulation, the information state at any time, t, is character-
ized as a quadratic cost, say
P (t, x) = −1
2
(x− x̂(t))T Q(t)(x− x̂(t)) + r(t).
Interestingly, Q and C−1 satisfy the same Riccati equation (or, equivalently, Q−1 and C
satisfy the same Riccati equation). x̂ and x satisfy identical equations as well. Therefore,
P (t, x) = log[p(t, x)] + “time-dependent constant” [27], [8].
The above three paragraphs movivate the algorithm proposed and studied herein. This
algorithm is the following: apply state feedback control at
argmax{log[p(t, x)] + κV (t, x)}
where p is the probability distribution based on the observation process and filter for
Blue of Section 3.1, and V is state feedback stochastic game value of Section 2. Here,
κ ∈ [0,∞) is a measure of risk-aversion. Note that κ = 0 implies that one is employing a
maximum likelihood estimate in the state feedback control (for the game), i.e.
argmax{log[p(t, x)]} = argmax{p(t, x)}.
Note also (at least in linear-quadratic case where log p(t, x) = P (t, x) (modulo a constant),
κ = 1 corresponds to the deterministic game Certainty Equivalence Principle [15], [20],
i.e.
argmax{P (t, x) + V (t, x)}.
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As κ →∞, this converges to an approach which always assumes the worst possible state
for the system when choosing a control – regardless of observations.
Assuming Certainty Equivalence allows us to use our earlier experimental result (see
above sections): The optimal Blue strategy is always either rollback or fly-over. This
reduces our search over Blue controls by an order of magnitude for our problem.
3.4 Numerical Experiments with Robust Blue Control under
Imperfect Information
We have developed a simulation for the partially observed problem, which uses as an
input the full state feedback controls computed using the software described in previous
sections. However, now for the Blue controller, we combine the estimator and controller
via the risk-averse technique described in the previous section. The simulation generates
observations and battle outcomes according to the appropriate probability models and
evolves the information states as the engagement progresses. The controllers integrate
observations through the Bayes’ propagation defined above, and the states estimates are
applied via the above generalized certainty equivalence principle. The control inputs are
then determined accordingly.
The output feedback control developed here relies on computation of the value and
strategies from the full state feedback computations. However, these computations can be
performed in advance, off-line, and stored. The generalized certainty equivalence principle
is then used to access these pre-computed full state feedback controls.
The example below has only a few SAMs and decoys, but this restriction is not nec-
essary. One has the standard exponential growth in computation with number of air
vehicles (or packages), number of SAMs and number of targets. One has slower growth
in real-time computation with number of decoys.
Figure 25, which is a snapshot of the simulation in progress, illustrates the process.
Included in this image are air vehicles (in black), SAM sites with radar (in pink if on,
red if off), emitter sites (in cyan if on, blue if off), and targets (in magenta). The black
circles indicate kill radii for the SAMs. The bar graphs to the right of the battle cartoon
indicate the classification probabilities for Blue for each site: Blue must estimate based on
observations the probability that a site is a SAM radar or an emitter decoy. Specifically,
the red/pink bars indicate the probability that the site is a SAM, and the blue/cyan bars
indicate the probability that it is an emitter. (We also allow a probability that there is
nothing at that location.) Also pictured are green circles which give the 2σ radii of the
air vehicle position estimates for the Red information state.
Applying this simulation for many engagements in a Monte Carlo study, we can assess
the expected value for a particular scenario. In Figure 26, we have selected a scenario
which has 3 SAM sites, 2 decoy emitters, and 2 air vehicles attacking two targets. Running
the simulation for 2000 Monte Carlo samples, we can assess the impact of the risk-averse
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Figure 25:
estimator weight parameter κ on the outcome. The plot below shows that there is an
optimal value in between applying the straight maximum likelihood estimator (κ = 0) and
the deterministic game based approach (κ = 1) which assumes all noise is antagonistically
generated. Applying the traditional separated controller/estimator approach (κ = 0)
produces reduced performance, which means that the Blue player is more likely to lose
air vehicles under this approach than under the risk-averse combined controller/estimator
of the previous section, which takes a more game-theoretic, risk–averse approach. Note
that the horizontal axis is on a log scale.
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